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Editorial Note
Fish bioenergetics is that the study of however factors like
metabolism, water temperature, and quality of prey regulate the
power of fish to convert energy from food into body mass or
growth in weight.
Bioenergetics describes the flow of energy and nutrients inside a
biological system in our example a fish or shrimp. It describes
the organic process of usage and transformation of absorbed
nutrients for energy, for own body synthesis. The feed, that's
consumed, is reworked within the body, advanced chemical
compounds area unit countermined into less complicated parts protein into amino acids, carbohydrates into aldohexose, lipids
into fatty acids and with this method energy is free - that is
employed for maintenance, for invigorating wiped out tissue and
building new tissue - for growth. The main organic compounds
in feeds like lipoid, macromolecule and carbohydrates area unit
the sources of energy however they conjointly provide the artifact
for growth.
There are a unit differing types of energy, energy, power, energy
and warmth. These completely different varieties of energy are
often reworked into one another however solely at a price, the
transformation isn't 100% economical. what's lost is usually
within the style of heat. Heat is additionally the sole style of
energy, into that all the others are often reworked and measured.
The energy keep in feed and tissue is measured employing a
bomb. the quantity of warmth created by complete chemical
reaction of feed or tissue is thought because the heat of
combustion or gross energy. Heat is sometimes expressed in
kilocalories (kcal) or kilojoule (kJ). One kcal equals the energy
required to lift the temperature of 1 metric weight unit of water
by one C. One kcal equals four.184 kJ.
By quantifying the energy budget - the energy input on one hand
and therefore the numerous energy losses on the opposite hand,

valuable data are often gained so as to optimize feeds and
guarantee best fish growth. By process demands for maintenance
and growth and anticipating sure losses beforehand, feeds are
often developed and feeding tables established.
Fish need energy for maintaining basic processes of life like
blood circulation, some-regulation, excretion and movement,
despite whether or not or not feed is consumed. AN animal
bereft of feed continues to want energy for those processes and
can acquire it from the catabolism of own body reserves.
Counting on the activity, many metabolic levels are often
distinguished: basal, standard, routine and active metabolism.
The relationship between abstinence metabolism and fish weight
isn't linear and results were fitted to in functions as have
historically been employed by animal nutritionists to specific
metabolic weight. The antilogarithm of those functions describes
the subject field relationship common in biological
measurements.
Energy gain or loss in fish is then determined by comparative
slaughter technique. The subsequent Figures three and four
describe the link between energy fed and energy preserved for
ocean bream of 2 completely different sizes.
To be ready to estimate feed needs it's essential to predict the
expansion potential of the target species. In distinction to
terrestrial animals fish appear to grow unendingly, growth
doesn't stop and reaches an straight line, that in cultivation but
may ne'er be earned. As growth is full of temperature, it will
increase with increasing temperatures up to AN optimum on top
of that growth decreases, till the higher deadly temperature is
reached.
Together with the anticipated increase in weight, the energy
content of this gain is another issue deciding the next total
energy demand of fish.
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